The problem of deciding if a given function of the set of states of a finite automaton A belongs to its input semigroup is known to be PSPACE-complete. However, many other decision problems with regard to the input semigroup of A have polynomial time solutions. In particular, it is decidable whether a given automaton is isomorphic to its own monoid automaton, and whether its input semigroup contains an identity, or is a group.
Introduction
The input semigroup and monoid of an automaton have been frequently used in the literature, as have the semigroup automata constructed from them. The wide interest in the input semigroup of an automaton, A, is probably due to the wealth of information it yields concerning A itself. For example, this semigroup may be viewed as a representation of the distinguishing power of A among its input strings, or equivalently the power of all possible recognizers which can be built from A by specifying initial and final states. It is known that the problem of deciding if a given function on the set of states of A belongs to its input semigroup is PSPACEcomplete. However, many other decision problems with regard to the input semi-group of A have polynomial time solutions. In particular, it is decidable whether a given automaton is isomorphic to its own input monoid automaton, and whether its input semigroup contains an identity or is a group.
It is shown that the analysis of the ranges and domain partitions of input functions of an automaton, combined with existing necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of homomorphisms on singly generated automata, can lead to strong theorems on the structure of the semigroup automaton and significant improvement in existing algorithms.
Basic definitions and background
In this paper, the notation of Bavel [l] is used as follows. An automaton is a triple, A = (Q, 2, a), where Q and .Z are finite sets (of states and inputs, respectively), such that Z is not empty, and 6 : Q x .Z -+ Q is the transition function, which is extended to 6 : Q x .Z* + Q so as to satisfy Vq E Q, Vx, y E Z*, 6(q,xy) = 6 (6(q,x) , y),
where Z* is the free monoid over _Z. Z*-(E) is represented by L". IfRcQ,define6(R)={6(q,x):
qER, x~Z*},and(R)=@(R),Z,,6).IfR={q}, then 6((q)) is written 6(q). A'= (Q',Z,cS') is a subautomaton of A =(Q,Z,&,
(written A'GA) iff Q'r Q, 6 ' is the restriction of 6 to Q'xZ*, and G'(q',x)EQ', Vq'eQ', VxeZ*.
It is easy to show that VR c Q, (R)eA.
A subautomaton (q), for any q E Q is called singly generated. A subautomaton B of A is a primary of A iff 3qEQ such that B=(q), and V~EQ, Be(p) * B= (p) , that is, B is a maximal singly generated subautomaton of A. The rank of A is defined to be the number of distinct primaries of A. A homomorphism of an automaton A = (Q, C, 6) into an automaton B = (R, 2, y) is a mapping f : Q --f R such that Vx E Z*, Vq E Q,
f@(q,x))=Y(f(q),x).
If x, y EZ* define x=y iff Vq E Q, 6(q,x) = 6(q, y). The 
A.
Bavel and Edwards have shown that there is a homomorphism from &'(A) to each of its singly generated subautomata [2] . The function membership problem, which is described as the question of whether, given A, IA contains a given function on Q has been shown to be complete for PSPACE [7] . However, if the function in question is a permutation on the set of states, then the problem may be solved in deterministic polynomial time [6, 8] . While it is the case that function membership is a fundamentally hard problem, new information about inherent structure in the input semigroup will shed new light on function membership and in turn the entire class of PSPACE-complete problems.
The monoid and semigroup problems
The monoid problem for automata may be stated: given A = (Q, In addition to the solution to these problems, it is equally important from the context of this research, whether or not these questions may be answered in polynomial time. It has been shown that it is possible to determine in polynomial time whether
or not an arbitrary automaton is isomorphic to the input monoid of some other automaton [2, 11] . This naturally leads to the question of whether or not an arbitrary automaton is isomorphic to the input semigroup of some other automaton. The monoid problem is clearly the easier of the two. Watanabe and Nakamura have shown that given A = (Q,Z, S), the monoid problem can be solved in time 0(max(n3r,n5)), where r= li_Zll, and n = llQl1. However, it is possible to solve the have shown that a monoid automaton is characterized as a singly generated automaton with an input sensitive generator [2] . The following proposition adapted from [2] gives an alternate form of input sensitivity.
Lemma 3.1. Given A = (Q,C,S), q E Q is input sensitive iff VPE Q, there is a homomorphism fp from (q) to A, such that fP(q) =p.
This lemma may be used to give an improved solution method for the monoid problem as follows. Thus, an n x n matrix of homomorphism tests may be created in time = 0(n3r). If an entire row of the matrix contains legal homomorphisms, and the state indicated by that row is a generator of A, then A is a monoid automaton.
Since the transitive closure of a node in a graph, G = (V, E) can be found in time = O(ll VI1 . IlEli), all generators of A may be found in time =O(n3r). Therefore, the total time needed to solve the monoid problem is 0(n3r). 0
This is clearly an improvement over the time given by the algorithm of Watanabe and Nakamura [l l] of O(max(n 3r, n 5)). Since it is generally the case that r< n, the algorithm of Watanabe and Nakamura may be considered to be 0(n5). Also, it has been shown that any semigroup can be generated by an automaton with no more than three inputs [lo] , and thus, viewing the automaton as a semigroup representation, the contribution of r is not significant. With a more efficient algorithm for solving the monoid problem, the semigroup problem can now be attacked. A monoid automaton is trivially a semigroup automaton.
Notice 
6(q',x) = 6(q', y). For each p E R(a), define fp as follows.
fp(q') = i ;;, x) 3 9
;: ,"::;;, *)
, .
fp is uniquely defined iff 6(q,x) = 6(q, y) = 6(p,x) = 6(p, y), and this is guaranteed by prefix input sensitivity,
for somex,yEZ*, and letpER(
Theorem 3.4. It can be determined in time O(n 2r) whether q is prefix input sensitive on o, for any state q, and any input rs.
Proof. Since there are n -1 calls to determine if a homomorphism exists from q to each other state in Q, each of which is completed in time O(nr), the total time consumed to determine the prefix input sensitivity of a state on an input is 0(n2r). For A = (Q,Z,a), a set Q=c Q is defined to be prefix adequate for A iff Qz generates A and there is a mapping of _Z onto Qz. such that, VCJEZ, its image q0 E Q, is pi sensitive on o. Since the mapping is onto, IIQ,rII I 1lZll. It is possible that no such Q= exists, or that IIQzII < IlCll, if a state is pi sensitive for more than one input. The necessary and sufficient conditions for an automaton to be a semigroup automaton may be given as follows.
Theorem 3.6. A = (Q, C, S) is a semigroup automaton iff A is a monoid automaton or if there is a Qz c Q such that Qz is prefix adequate, and Vq,, qr E Qz, 6(q,, X) =
&I,,
Proof. If A is a semigroup automaton that is not a monoid automaton, then Q,= {[a]: o EZ}, by Lemma 3.5. Since C is a generating set for 1,) it must be the case
then by the definition of &(A), [CTX] = ~([cJ],x)=~([T],~)= [ry], and thus oxzA ry.
To show the implication in the opposite direction, 
Corollary 3.7. Given A = (Q, Z, a), the time required to determine if A =d(B) for some automaton B is 0(n'+3r2).
Proof. The first condition that must be checked is prefix input sensitivity for each state and each input. The total time for this operation in nr multiplied by n,2r which is 0(n3r). Since it may be the case that many states are pi sensitive on many inputs, it may be turn out that there are a great many choices for Q=, a candidate generator set for A. Since IIQ= 11 I r, the total number of ways that Q= can be chosen is bounded above by C(n, r), the number of combinations of n items chosen r at a time, which is O(n').
For each pair of states in Qz and the pair of subautomata that they generate, the size of the intersection of the two subautomata is O(n). For each state in the intersection of two singly generated subautomata (p) and (q), there are strings x and y such that 6(p,x) = 6(q, y). For each such pair of strings, it must be determined if ax= ry, assuming that p is pi sensitive on o and q is pi sensitive on r. This test can be carried out in time = 0(n2) since it can be assumed that both llx/l <n and jj y]I <n. This is known because p is pi sensitive on o, and if 6(p, x) = 6(p, z), then it must be the case that ox=az, and only the shortest representative string for each state in each subautomaton need be examined (similarly for q). The time needed to check each pair of subautomata is 0(n3), and since there are C(r, 2) = O(r2) pairs of subautomata the time required to test each possible choice for a generating set Q= is 0(n3r2).
Since there are O(n') choices, the total time required to determine if a given automaton is a semigroup automaton is 0(n'+3r2+n3r2)=0(nr+3r2). 0
Therefore, while it is the case that an automaton can be shown to be a semigroup in time polynomial in the number of states of the automaton, it may only currently be shown that such an algorithm is exponential in the number of inputs of the automaton.
It is easy to show that if an automaton is made up of more primaries than it has inputs, then that automaton is not a semigroup automaton.
Corollary 3.8. If A = (Q,E,,S) is a semigroup automaton, then rank(A)< IjC).
Proof. By Theorem 3.6, (Qz> =A, and there is a mapping of z onto Q=. Thus rank(A) I 112 II for any semigroup automaton. 0
Domain partitions and ranges
The input semigroup, IA, is a well-studied object in automata theory, and it is well known that the upper bound on the size of the input semigroup of an automaton with n states is n", the number of functions from a set of size n to itself. It is also known that this upper bound can be attained with as few as three inputs for any automaton with n states [lo] . Even though I, gives an indication of the potential "power" of the underlying automaton, there have been relatively few attempts to identify some structure in lA, except from its properties as a semigroup.
It is especially helpful to consider members of IA both as states of d(A) and as func- If XEE*, then [x] EZ~ and frXl : Q + Q. However, the symbol "x" will be used for the string, the equivalence class of Z,, the function of A, and the state of &(A), except where distinction may be needed. Hence, we write "R(x)" and "ZZX" versus "R(f,)" and "nfX".
Consider the four state, two input automaton whose transition table is given in Table 1 . The state diagram of its semigroup automaton (Fig. 1) is given in Fig. 2 .
In a monoid (or semigroup) automaton there are often many singly generated subautomata that appear to be homomorphic or isomorphic. For example, from the above automaton there are four distinct singly generated subautomata in the monoid automaton, which are (O), (l) , (01) Since these subautomata of d(A) all originate from the same automaton A, it stands to reason that there should be some relationship between them. Indeed, it turns out to be the case that there is a fundamental homomorphic relationship over the singly generated subautomata of the monoid automaton.
There is also a useful relation from successorship on J(A) to the ordering of domain partitions by refinement.
Theorem 4.1. Let x, y~.2'* be input functions of A and states of ._&(A). (i) If R( y) c R(x), then there is an homomorphism f of (x) onto (y) such that f(x) =y. (( y> is a homomorphic image of (x).)
(ii) Zf xE6(y), then 17,r17,. 
Proof. [l, Theorem 6.2.21 implies that there is a homomorphism from (x) to (y) mapping x to y iff for each z,z'~,Z'*, S(x,z)=~Y(x,z')*6(y,z)=6(y,z'). Let z, Z'E C* such that 6(x, z) =6(x, z'). Thus, for each q E R(x), 6(q, z) = 6(q, z'). Since R(y) c R(x) it must also be the case that for each qE R(y), 6(q,z) =6(q,z')

. , y,), such that P, and P2 are maximal strongly connected regions of &'(A) for some automaton A = (Q,Z; 8). Zf R(x,) = R( yl), then P, and P2 are isomorphic.
Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 4.1 since it is the case that (Pi > = (x, > and (P,) = ( y, > are both singly generated subautomata of the monoid automaton. If a straightforward top down search is employed in seeking a string that matches the function for which the search is being carried out, then the aforementioned two theorems can be used to prune the search tree. For example, Theorem 4.1 can be used to stop searching along branches of the search tree which contain functions whose domain partitions are not refinements of the target function's domain partition. The first part of Theorem 4.1 can be used in a more subtle way to aid the search. If a stringy is found such that R(y) =R(x) for some previously encountered string x, then it is the case that (x) z ( y), and ( y) need not be investigated. This is the case since a function is completely determined by its range, its domain partition, and the mapping between the blocks of the domain partition and the range. Thus, whether the target function is isomorphic to one of the states in (y) can be determined from inspecting x, its domain partition and range.
Examining the range sizes of the various functions induced by strings in the input semigroup makes it possible to show an organization of the states of an input semigroup automaton.
The natural way to think about the organization of the input semigroup automaton is in a tree-like structure with the state [x] above [xo,], [~a*], . . . . Unfortunately this methodology will generally obscure rather than illuminate the structure.
The following proposition indicates that using range sizes and domain partition allows the organization of the input semigroup to be exposed to a greater degree than structuring the states of the semigroup automaton in a "greedy", breath-first fashion. It is clear from this theorem that the input semigroup can be organized by indexing in one dimension by range sizes, "vertically", and indexing in the other dimension by domain partitions, "horizontally", to properly expose the structure.
Range size preserving input functions
For an automaton, A = (Q, Z; S), let KC I, ; K is defined to be range sizepreserving
Certain properties of range size preserving sets are easily established.
It is clear that in a range size preserving set, all functions have the same size range. Thus, if an entire subsemigroup of ZA is range size preserving, then all functions in the same range size preserving subsemigroup will have the same range size. Any set of reset functions, or minimal range functions, as defined in [2] , is range size preserving, as is any set of permutations.
Consider again the example automaton given in Table 1 . The four maximal subsemigroups of IA that are rsp are as follows. Notice that Ti is the permutation subgroup, and T, is the subsemigroup of resets.
(1) r, = ~fo~_&.&o~foooo1~ (2) T2= U-i~fooi~fioo~.&n001~
(3) T3 = U&o> foooio, fo~ooo> fooo,ooo> 3 (4) T4= Ifio~~fio~o~f*ooo~~fo~oo~~ An alternate characterization of rsp sets can be given as is indicated by the following theorem. A set of rsp functions in the input semigroup generates a region where all the functions have the same range size. A set of functions in which each function has the same range size need not be rsp, but the second part of Theorem 5.1 indicates a method of identifying the range size preserving regions within the input semigroup. Finally the implication is proven in the opposite direction. Let ql, q2 E R(g) such that f(ql) =f(q2 (0 R(f og) = R(g),
(ii) nfO, = "f.
Proof. Let ng= {r~~}~~~(~), where q'E 7cq iff g(q') = q. The blocks of fl, are labeled with elements of R(g). Thus, f(q') E n4 -f 0 g(q') = q. Since R(f) includes a representative of each block of IZ,, each element of R(g) is accounted for, and R(g) =
R(f og).
The proof of the second item is slightly more complex. Denote f og by h. This subproof will be in two parts. First, it will be shown that f(ql) =f(q2) -h(q,) = h(q2), and then it will be shown that h(q,)=h(q2) =) f(q1)=f(q2). 
Thus, f(q,)=f(q2)*h(ql)=h(q2).
If h(ql)= h(q2), assume that f(q,)#f(q2).
If this is the case, then q1 and q2 lie in different blocks of nJ, while f(q,) and f(q2) lie in the same block of ng. f(q,) #f (q2) would mean that g would collapse two blocks of "f to form one block in U,, which is a contradiction, since g 1 Rtfj is l-l. Thus, h(q,) = h(qz) * f(ql) = f(q2). 0
It is clear that R(f og) may be unrelated to R(f), and likewise flfOg may be unrelated to n,. For example, let f and g on { 1,2,3,4} be given by f((l,2,3,4)) = (2,2,4,4),andg((l,2,3,4))= (1,3,3,1) .Then{f,g}isrsp,andR(f)=R(gof)={2,4} Thus, A, consists of length-one stems leading from elements of Q-R into R, and cycles on R. In other words, Vf E K, f 1 R is a permutation on R. This is a sufficient condition for the existence of a right identity in the subsemigroup. 0
It is not necessarily the case that the subsemigroup has an identity. For example let functions f and g on { 1,2,3} be given by f ((1,2,3)) = (2,3,2) and g((l, 2,3)) = (3,3,2). Then f and g are rsp. But it is easily verified by calculation that f and g generate the semigroup {f,g, ff,gf}, having right identities ff and gf, but no left identities.
The following proposition establishes the fact that range size preserving input functions are not isolated entities, but are contained in the input semigroup of any finite automaton.
Therefore, while it may be the case that the input semigroups of some finite automata have more range size preserving sets than others, there is always at least one range size preserving set contained in any input semigroup.
Indeed, one can be generated from any input function. Proof. Let ae,Y, and let P,=R(o'), Viz 1. Then P,, , c Pi, Vir 1, and by the finiteness of A, 3 n 2 1 such that P,,+ , = P,, . Choose the first such n. Then Vk 20, P n+k =P,, since o must be l-l on P,. Thus the set {o"+~: k>O} is a rsp subsemigroup of IA. 0 IA exhibits behavior similar to a partially ordered set of range size preserving subsemigroups.
One partial ordering between subsemigroups of IA that can be used is as follows. If K, and K, are range size preserving sets, then K, IKz iff IIR(ki)ll~ lIW2)II for each k, E K, and k2 E K2. In the example automaton given earlier R4 I R, I R, , and R4 5 R, I R,. This partial ordering can be used to view IA as a poset of its strongly connected regions or of all its input functions.
A more informative measure that can be used is the computational work defined by Hellerman [4] . Since the FSA is a mathematical model of a computational device, it makes sense to discuss the computational work done by the machine. If x is a string over the alphabet of an automaton, and f is the function induced by x on the states of the automaton, then the computational work, w(f) (or equivalently w(U,)) performed by f is defined as: IIQII w(f)= c ll~ll~og-ncnf II4 .
Thus, the computational work of a permutation is n log n, and that of a reset is 0. Edwards and Samadzadeh use the computational work function to apply a realvalued measure to the lattice of partitions on the tokens of computer programs [3] . The same measure may be applied to IA considered as a poset of partitions or a poset of range size preserving subsemigroups.
While every subsemigroup of IA is not range size preserving it is the case that every element of a range size preserving subsemigroup has an identical computational work function, since all such elements have the same domain partition, by Theorem 5.2.
Conclusions
The results of Section 3 serve to define what types of automata are semigroup automata, and the results of Section 4 reveals some of the internal features of the input semigroup of an automaton.
One area of interest may be the so-called function membership problem, which is described in Section 2. Function membership has a polynomial time solution if the target function is a permutation, but is PSPACE-complete for the general case [6, 7] . If a suitable nondeterministic algorithm can be found to decide this problem, then the polynomial time hierarchy as defined in [9, 12] will collapse at some point. This algorithm should be comparable to that of Jerrum. Also, since the input semigroup has a structure of a poset, it would be interesting to determine if it exhibited characteristics such as rank symmetricity or rank unimodality.
